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Abstract: Video streaming has become extremely widespread, especially with the growing number
of users and the spread of mobile devices, along with the increase in the availability and diversity of
multimedia applications and communication technologies. Real-time video communication requires
awareness of the quality of experience (QoE) to provide customers with a satisfactory service, for
example, in smart cities that use video surveillance systems. The quality of service (QoS) is de-
pendent on network performance, which directly affects the QoE. However, reliance on traditional
network infrastructure and routing protocols cannot assure QoS. The emergence of software defined
networks (SDN) may eliminate current network limitations. Due to SDN’s global view and pro-
grammability characteristics, such capabilities could help in providing an automated QoS control
and management. This paper introduces video streaming adaptive QoS-based routing and resource
reservation (VQoSRR), which gives SDN networks the ability to meet video demands and enhance
user experience over best effort networks, such as the ones required for video surveillance in smart
cities. In order to implement QoS-based routing (QBR), we developed algorithms for calculating
routing, installing routing paths in the forwarding devices, and shifting traffic to an alternative path
when QoE is violated. As well, we used queuing mechanisms to allocate resources based on the
QoE requirements of video streaming. Our results indicate that resource reservation mechanisms
combined with QoS-based routing enable effective control over routes and resources. Our framework
guarantees the video quality as well. This technique of using video streaming would improve the
tools and applications used for smart cities such as surveillance systems for hospitals and civil
defense organizations.

Keywords: video streaming; software defined networks (SDN); QoS; QoE; QoS-based routing (QBR);
resource reservation; video surveillance; smart cities

1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of the Internet, video streaming driven by providers of
streaming media services is already a large portion of Internet traffic today and is predicted
to continue growing. Another ongoing trend that feeds this growth is the increasing number
of smartphone devices, social media users, and the advancement of networks technologies,
such as Wi-Fi and 5G connections. According to the Cisco Global Forecast Highlights
report [1], video traffic will account for 80% of global Internet traffic by 2021.

This increasing demand for high-quality online video requires network operators and
media service providers to adopt new strategies and technologies. In this regard, QoS-based
routing has emerged to enable the routing layer to enhance traffic performance and overall
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quality of service (QoS) by meeting multiple users’ QoS requirements. However, its routing
decisions depend on multiple metrics, and finding a path that meets the composed multiple
metrics of delay, cost, packet loss probability, and jitter is an NP-complete problem [2].

Due to the special characteristics of video streaming and its applications, the networks
must be managed to provide a convenient and guaranteed level of QoS and QoE. However,
the QoS model in the traditional Internet faced unresolved problems such as bounded
visibility of the global topology, per-hop decisions, and the difficulty of providing different
levels of QoS for different applications flows. Furthermore, some of the existing IP short
path routings algorithms cannot verify the link QoS required to adapt to the requested
requirements of QoS for the flow, since it is unaware of the available QoS over the path [3].
In contrast, IP link-state protocols provide QBR by flooding updates to exchanging routing
information and reflecting an up-to-date view of the network in order to calculate new
routes. However, the frequent flooding process can impose significant communication
overhead on forwarding devices, and repeatedly changing the routing paths can increase
the delay experienced by the end-users [3,4]. Another aspect of the shortest path routing
is that it allows the using of multiple equal-cost paths as alternatives to redirect traffic
from one path to another when a better one is available. The router will redirect the traffic
even if the existing route has an acceptable but non-optimal cost that can meet the service
requirements of the already-existing traffic. Along with the short path routing issues
described above, the Internet best effort service led to an insufficient QoS implementation.

In addition, Internet video streams with higher resolution definitions have become
more popular recently. The Cisco study also estimates that the standard-definition (SD)
video traffic will decrease to 24.5% in 2021 compared to 61.4% in 2016. In contrast, high-
definition (HD) video traffic will rise to 56.3% in 2021, up from 36.4% in 2016; and ultra-
high-definition (UHD) or 4K will be 19.2% of Internet video traffic in 2021, up from 2.2% in
2016 [1]. The video resolution is one of the video content characteristics that impact the
video quality of experience (QoE) because it indicates the level of detail in a video frame.
Displaying videos at a higher definition will maximize user-perceived quality; however,
increasing the video resolution will make more visible those problems that may occur
during the video delivery, causing different levels of degradation for the user QoE. As a
result, it requires a good level of network QoS [5] because QoS parameters, such as jitter,
delay, lost packets, etc., influence video QoE [6].

Additionally, video traffic is resource-intensive and consumes a lot of network band-
width, especially high-resolution videos, and videos with a high bit rate; therefore, any
planned model for videos streaming must provide resource reservation capabilities. Ad-
ditionally, it must balance between these resource allocation techniques and QoS-based
routing methods to avoid affecting network QoS, in turn avoiding affecting video QoE.

In recent years, the emergence of software defined networking architecture has al-
lowed for innovative approaches in networking. With SDN, the control of the network is
decoupled from the forwarding devices, enabling more flexible network management and
programmability. SDN controllers use the OpenFlow protocols to gather information about
the network topology and its states in order to support the controlling functionality. In
contrast to link-state protocols, using a high specification controller to collect the updates
of the data plane state can reduce the communication overhead on all forwarding devices
due to the load of the flooding process used in the exchange of the link-state. Furthermore,
the controller awareness of states can facilitate controlling the frequency of the emission
of updates. In addition, the global view of resource availability enables traffic flows to be
rerouted dynamically to ensure efficient resource utilization.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a video streaming adaptive QoS-
based routing and resource reservation (VQoSRR) model for SDN networks. It investigates
the QoS-based routing and resource reservation and shows how their combination could
achieve overall enhancement in the QoS and QoE of video streaming. The model differ-
entiates video traffic based on the QoE parameters of the video resolution, and this will
directly reflect the impact of the QoS improvement on the user experience.
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Many approaches have already been proposed to achieve video streaming QoS in
SDN, some of which use QoS-based routing, while others focus on resource reservation,
we discuss their relationship to our proposed VQoSRR in Section 2. We designed VQoSRR
to perform QoS-based routing within a single administrative domain (intra-domain) but
not across inter-domain networks. In addition, we focused on using the QoS metrics
that can solve the QoE problems at the network level, not at the video application level.
Our integration of resource reservation mechanisms with QBR can provide adequate
control over the route and resources, but this comes at the cost of extra setup time, even
though, generally, the QoS will be more enhanced. It would be interesting to consider new
parameters like scalability to address the issues of an increased number of users and videos.
However, this parameter is not within the scope of this paper. We argue that our approach
provides several advantages:

• Combining per-flow QoS routing with resource reservation is minimizing the packet
loss and latency for QoS flows and non-QoS flows, firstly, by guarantees that each flow
type uses different routing paths, and secondly, by guaranteeing effective bandwidth
allocation for QoS flows.

• The differentiation of traffic based on QoE parameters (as video resolution); this
implies the effect of QoS directly reflected to the end-user impressions.

• The proposed framework reduces the overhead of obtaining network status by pre-
computing of alternative paths.

In this work, we extend the work presented in [7], which proposed a QoS-based
routing algorithm (two lowest loss widest paths algorithm (TwoLLWPs)). This paper
modified the QoS-based routing model to incorporate resource reservations and add new
routing functionalities.

This paper describes the experience and results of identifying an SDN network ar-
chitecture that can provide QoE for video end-users by selecting routing paths based on
several individual QoS metrics and reserving network resources for those routing paths.
The key contributions of this study are summarized below:

• We design a management system that monitors and collects performance information.
• We develop QBR algorithms for path selection, rerouting traffic to an alternative path,

and installing routing paths based on video streaming QoE requirements.
• We define a higher-level reservation control strategy to enable administrating of allo-

cating bandwidth for the different flows according to their requirements. Furthermore,
we couple it with a method to utilize the per-class queuing system to reserve band-
width for the transmitted video to optimize QoS/QoE and enhance the overall resource
usage.

• We apply our methodology by streaming videos of different resolutions and evaluating
their quality performance under a network topology experiencing packet loss and
congestion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the related work. The
proposed video VQoSRR framework is described in Section 3. The experiments and results
are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work are shown in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Many solutions have been proposed for enabling video QoS in SDN networks. Ghal-
wash and Huang [8] proposed a framework for applying QoS in an SDN-based network.
For QoS, they select the traffic route based on the shortest end-to-end delay metric, using
the Dijkstra algorithm. The framework monitored the port utilization to reduce congestion
and packet loss. Three types of applications, namely TCP, UDP, and VoIP, were evaluated
based on reduced delay, jitter, and packet loss.
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Egilmez et al. [9–11] designed an OpenQoS multimedia controller to provide a dynamic
end-to-end QoS routing, according to the network state. Their solution enhanced the video
QoS for end-users by offering two paths: one is a QoS route specified for the multimedia,
and the second is the shortest path for the other data. Using the LARAC algorithm,
OpenQoS calculated the QoS paths that depend on the packet loss rate as routing metrics.
To support dynamic rerouting of QoS packets, the controller monitored the network links,
so in case of congestion, it invoked the routing algorithm to calculate a new path. However,
the OpenQoS framework queried the network status each second. This would result in
additional overhead for the controller to compute routing per network state, especially if
the state had not changed significantly.

To enhance network quality of service, Sendra et al. [12] proposed SDN routing
optimization based on reinforcement learning (RL). The proposed routing protocol used this
artificial intelligence (AI) method to select the optimal paths with the least cost according
to the network status.

Yu and Ke [13] presented a genetic algorithm-based routing method to provide efficient
video delivery over SDN, called GA-SDN. It used chromosome fitness as a metric to
choose the best path from multiple possible solutions. In case of congestion, the link
weight will be increased to decrease fitness. Since their approach defined fitness as the
reverse of path cost, when there was a higher fitness, it indicated a higher QoS. Similarly,
Parsaei et al. [14] proposed a model for critical delay-sensitive telesurgery applications
based on SDN networks. The model used a type-2 fuzzy system (T2FS) and cuckoo
optimization algorithm (COA) to generate reliable QoS routes. The model computed two
paths, with the first set as the primary path and the other an alternative in case of failures;
the delay metric was used as a link constraint to determine which routes are optimal
between the remote surgeon and the operating robots at the patient’s side.

Henni et al. [15] developed a framework for QoS routing in SDN to enhance video
streaming quality and best effort flows throughput. The authors leveraged SDN properties
to create a consistent view of the network, consistent decisions, and a consistent enforce-
ment strategy of rules. Their approach minimized the concentration of video streams on
links to reduce packet loss and maximize QoS.

Volpato et al. [16] introduced an architecture that integrated autonomic and proactive
QoS management into SDN environments. This architecture enabled QoS configuration on
data plane devices. In addition, it monitored, predicted, and analyzed the network perfor-
mance to achieve resources’ optimizations and avoid degradations in the QoS. However, it
focused on optimizing resource utilization without making any guarantees of meeting the
service thresholds.

Sharma et al. [17] proposed a framework to enable QoS for business customer traffic
and provide on-demand prioritization based on flow differentiation and resource reserva-
tions. Flows are classified based on the type of service (TOS) field and the destination IP to
differentiate best effort traffic from business customer traffic. The authors applied the rate
shaping technique to reserve queues, and they configured each router with a high priority
queue and a low priority queue. In addition, the FlowQoS [18] system utilized SDN to
provide per-flow QoS for broadband access networks. FlowQoS depended on classification
and rate shaping based on the policies defined by the user. This system created a virtual
switch topology inside the router and configured each switch according to a user-defined
rate. Similarly, Khater and Hashemi [19] implemented differentiated services on SDN
networks to enhance the quality of service. They distinguished the flow within the network
by changing the differentiated service code point (DSCP) value in the ToS field and then
assigning different queues to each flow based on the DSCP value. When necessary, their
proposed method shifted the flows between switch queues to prevent increasing delays,
while utilizing available capacity within other switch queues to accommodate new flows.
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Rego et al. [20] described an architecture for monitoring urban traffic in emergencies
based on SDN. Their approach combined SDNs and Internet of Things (IoT) networks for
more effective management of emergency resources. Their architecture enabled the modifi-
cation of vehicle routes dynamically by changing traffic lights to facilitate the movement of
emergency service units.

Canovas et al. [21] proposed a multimedia traffic management system based on
the QoE estimation scheme and traffic pattern classification for SDN networks. They
implemented two models. The first one is a QoE model based on Bayesian regularized
neural networks (BRNN) for multimedia traffic classification based on the objective QoE. A
second model determines which video characteristics should be changed to improve QoE
in difficult situations. These characteristics are selected based on QoS parameters.

Xu et al. [22] proposed a QoS-enabled management framework to support the transmis-
sion of video streaming and multimedia applications over SDN networks. They classified
traffic as a QoS flow or a best effort flow. The framework used either an algorithm that
optimized routes or a queueing mechanism to guarantee the service requirements. The
routing algorithm dynamically rerouted the high priority flow when network congestion
occurs; if there is no feasible path to transmit the QoS flow, the framework enabled a
queue reservation instead. Owens and Durresi [23] designed a video over software-defined
networking (VSDN) architecture and protocol for optimizing QoS routing and queuing
for video transmutation. They implemented a signaling QoS framework like integrated
services (IntServ) to guarantee end-to-end QoS for video applications. With the VSDN
protocol, video applications can request video service from the network by providing a QoS
API used by sender and receiver. Despite that, the architecture may not be scalable in large
networks due to the potential signaling overhead between video senders and receivers.

Finally, Yan et al. [24] presented the HiQoS SDN framework to guarantee QoS. It
provided services differentiation and multipath routing. HiQoS computed multiple paths
between the source and destination using a modified Dijkstra algorithm; the optimal ones
were chosen based on the lowest bandwidth consumption. As a result, it was resilient
against link failures through rerouting flow to another route. However, HiQoS had only
used minimal bandwidth utilization as a metric, ignoring other video streaming quality
metrics. Our proposed VQoSRR, instead, employs queue mechanisms to meet bandwidth
guarantees for video traffic in addition to providing two routing paths between the source
and destination to satisfy multiple QoE constraints.

According to the previously mentioned related works, many of them are focused
on per-flow QoS routing, for example, [8–13]. In contrast, others focused on resource
reservation schemes only, such as [16–19]. Other approaches used both methods inter-
changeably [22] or together [23,24]. Using QoS-based routing only determines the path with
the best chance of acquiring the requested QoS. However, it does not involve a mechanism
to reserve the required resources [3]. It also imposes an overhead because it gathers traffic
status information actively. On the other hand, using resource reservation alone provides
a mechanism for reserving network resources. Although, it does not provide a method
for determining which network path has sufficient resources for the requested QoS [3]. In
addition, most studies focused on enhancing network performance without considering
video streaming thresholds to ensure QoS/QoE requirements are maintained.

Moreover, there have been multiple mechanisms in the traditional Internet for pro-
viding QoS in intra-domain and inter-domain networks, such as integrated services
(IntServ) [25], differentiated services (DiffServ) [26], and multiprotocol label switching
MPLS [27]. Nevertheless, they have restricted deployment due to the absence of global
network views inherited from existing best effort networks. In addition, these techniques
cannot adapt to changing conditions on the network topology. Furthermore, the lack
of centralized and automated network configurations could cause significant adminis-
trative overhead in large networks, leading to network failures and difficulty applying
policy enforcement.
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In our approach, instead, video flows are dynamically placed on QoS guaranteed
routes that meet multiple individual QoE metrics, while reducing the overhead of obtaining
network status by pre-computing alternative paths. Additionally, we reserve resources for
network flows according to their importance to avoid degradation of video stream quality,
especially during high network loads. A comparison of the proposed approach and other
SDN QoS architectures is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. A comparison of some SDN QOS ARCHITECTURES related research with the proposed
VQoSRR.

Techniques QoS Solution Video Threshold
Metric

Video QoS/QoE
Parameters

Flow Resource
Management Model

Ghalwash and Huang [8] SP Not used Not used Not used

Egilmez et al. [9–11] QR Jitter: Guaranteed Bitrate Not used

Volpato et al. [16] DRE Bandwidth, Loss,
Latency: Optimized Not used

Differentiation by
Transport Port Address
and protocol. Queues
provided according to
the Knowledge Base

context.

Sharma et al. [17],
Seddiki et al. [18] DRE Not used Not used

Queue reservation with
differentiating service

based on IP header.

Khater and Hashemi [19] DRE Not used Not used
Queue reservation with
differentiating service

based on DSCP.

Xu et al. [22] QR or DRE Delay: Guaranteed N/D

Queue reservation with
differentiating service

based on different level
of priority.

Owens and Durresi [23] QR+RE N/D Video Resolution Queue Reservation
similar to IntServ.

Yan et al. [24] SR+DRE No metric used N/D

Queue Reservation
with differentiating

service based on source
IP Address

VQoSRR (proposed) QR+DRE Bandwidth and Packet
Loss Rate: Guaranteed Video Resolution

Queue reservation with
differentiating service

based on DSCP.

SR: Shortest Path Routing. QR: QoS based Routing based Solution. RE: Reservation based Solution. DRE: QoS
Differentiation and Reservation based Solution. N/D: Not Defined.

3. The Proposed VQoSRR Framework

In this part, we describe the proposed VQoSRR framework. Section 3.1 explains
the network model architecture, Section 3.2 describes the QoS routing mechanism, and
Section 3.3 describes the VQoSRR reservation method.

3.1. Network Model Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the general proposed SDN network model and design components.
Three layers make up the model: the application plane, control plane, and data plane; we
will discuss each layer briefly.
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3.1.1. Application Plane

• Video Service: This work evaluated the video performance using two different video
formats, standard definition and high definition (HD ready falls into this category),
all encoded with H.264/AVC. We developed video service applications (both client
and server) in Python. The TCP protocol was used to exchange messages between
client and server, while the RTSP and RTP over UDP protocols were used to transmit
video data. A client application could request a video and specify its resolution and
bitrate. However, the server streamed videos over the network using the GStreamer
RTSP server. GStreamer is a GNU LGPL-licensed software library and application that
allows the reading, converting, recording, editing, and streaming of audio and video
files [28].

• Policy Manager is responsible for defining and reflecting policy rules to the controller
and the queue manager. This paper defined these policy rules:

a. As thresholds for HD and SD video streams, packet loss rate and bandwidth
were used as QoS parameters.

b. For different traffic types, this work developed three types of service catego-
rization: the first group needs quality of service requirements to be met (called
group A); the second group can accept acceptable performance guarantees
(called group B); the third group does not require any QoS guarantees (called
Best effort).

• Queue Manager allows the configuration of queues and ports, in addition to other
characteristics.

3.1.2. Control Plane

• The Topology Manager keeps track of the network topology graph, requesting and
receiving information from the data plane about the connected forwarding devices,
new attached elements, or failed links.

• The Statistics Collector collects information from OpenFlow switches and period-
ically polls it so the controller can get an idea of the network’s state, such as the
availability of resources and whether the network is congested or not.
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• The QoS Routing Manager module is responsible for QoS-based route calculation; it
applies the routing algorithms to obtain a path for the flows based on its requirements.
Further, it is responsible for flow admission control, determining whether the specific
route is available to maintain the QoS guarantee of ongoing traffic, and informing the
controller of this information. For storing calculated paths, this module uses a route
cache structure. Further, the module keeps track of which resources can be admitted
and which cannot by storing certain flags.

• The QoS Resource Manager’s primary role is to reserve the resources for video flow,
classify the traffic, and manage flow classes and queues. In addition, the module task
is to set up and install flow rules for new incoming flows or update existing ones in
forwarding devices.

3.1.3. Data Plane

The data plane is the network topology that enables video transmission between
end devices.

3.2. The VQoSRR QoS Routing Mechanism

We proposed a QoS-aware adaptive routing approach for video streaming. It calculates
the forwarding paths between any two nodes and enables QoS configuration on data plane
devices. In this work, we focused on enhancing the QoE of two types of video streaming
resolutions (HD and SD), so we investigated their QoS thresholds and applied them as
criteria for quality decisions. The QoS parameters thresholds that we guaranteed in our
QBR method are packet loss and bandwidth, and we used them as metrics to choose
the feasible paths, more details in [7]. Described below is the workflow of our routing
mechanism functionalities:

• Initially, the controller uses the topology manager and statistics collector to discover
the network topology and collect network status information from the forwarding
elements. Then, we generate a weighted graph where each link is associated with
packet loss rate and available bandwidth values. These two steps run periodically for
a specified configured time.

• Secondly, when the server initiates a new video stream flow, the switch sends a
copy of the first packet of the flow to the controller QoS routing manager to find the
routing path.

• Next, we find QoS-based routing feasible paths by QoS routing manager algorithms,
where the VQoSRR determines two routing paths to balance between frequent dynamic
updating of network state and reduces routing computation overheads. The idea is to
use one route for the current flow routing and store the other as an alternative path for
rerouting purposes.

• After that, the QoS resource manager sends back the routing rules of the flow routing
path to the switches by using the OpenFlow protocol.

• Finally, a dynamic routing modification happens whenever the state changes. As
metrics need to be updated frequently, flow path procedures should minimize com-
putation overhead associated with routing. Therefore, when the VQoSRR controller
receives a new network status, it does not calculate a new path directly for running
flows; it instead uses an algorithm and predefined flags to determine whether to use
the alternative routing paths or generate a new one. These flags facilitate the admission
control process under policies. Table 2 shows an example of the routing path and
flags’ storage structure; for example, the first row indicates there is ongoing flow with
ID 1. In addition, we find two paths that meet their thresholds: the first path is the
current flow path, and the second path is an alternative in case the first path violates
the flow thresholds. The path count field indicates the number of paths attached to
this flow (there are two paths available: one primary and one alternative). Finally,
the admission field tells whether this flow has admitted its QoS requirement or been
rejected (it admitted for Flow 1).
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Table 2. Example of the flow path cache and flags.

Flow id First Path Alternative Path Path Type Path Count Flow
Admission

Flow 1 S1-S3-S5 S1-S2-S4-S5 meet two
metrics 2 Admitted

Flow 2 - - - - Rejected

Flow 3 S1-S2-S4-S7 null meet one
metrics 1 Admitted

This work integrates three algorithms in order to provide QoS-aware video routing.
First algorithm (TwoLLWPs) [7] determines two feasible paths between the server and
client based on packet loss rate and available bandwidth; these metrics meet the video QoE
request constraints. A detailed investigation of TwoLLWPs and its implementation has
already been published [7]. Second algorithm is for adaptive rerouting. Third algorithm is
for setting up and updating flow tables by paths’ rules. Below are the descriptions of the
second and third algorithms, Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.

3.2.1. The Dynamic Traffic Rerouting Algorithm (DR-RA)

Most QoS routing methods use on-demand path computation, but this has two disad-
vantages. First, it delays the process of forwarding traffic. Second, it involves the execution
of a path computation algorithm for each flow request, adding further overhead to the
routers (controllers in case of SDN), notably when the frequency of path calculation is high.
In addition, if the QoS metrics change frequently, this will lead to frequent routing updates,
which means more computation overhead. Thus, the collecting link metrics should not
be reliant on too much dynamism. Furthermore, the complexity of the routing algorithm
increased processing overhead [3,4]. Thus, this study proposes a dynamic traffic rerouting
algorithm to address these mentioned issues.

The dynamic traffic re-routing algorithm (DR-RA) is responsible for updating the
route’s cache and rerouting traffic by using the alternative path or generating a new one.
Briefly, it performs in this manner: it runs periodically, starting with reading the network
statistics based on a predefined interval time. Next, it checks if the current path violates the
flow QoS requirements, then deletes its flow entries from the switch. Afterward, it examines
the alternative route to see if it satisfies the flow quality requirement. If not, it calculates
another path. Using the alternative path presents the following advantages: (1) decreasing
the time spent recalculating the routing path by utilizing the alternative route rather than
using the routing algorithm again; (2) increasing response times for installing flow; and
(3) providing two paths could increase resilience when a path fails. Figure 2 illustrates the
flowchart for DR-RA algorithm.

3.2.2. Installing or Updating Flow Path (IUFP) Algorithm

This algorithm is in charge of receiving the switch packet in request, and pushing the
path rules into the flow tables for new incoming flow, or updating tables if the configuration
rules of already proceeding flow changes. In addition, the IUFP is responsible for admitting
or rejecting flow requests because the VQoSRR must route the video stream along a path
that can accommodate its QoS requirements, such as meeting packet loss and bandwidth
thresholds. Otherwise, it indicates that the QoS currently requested cannot be admitted.
Algorithm 1 illustrates this scenario.
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Algorithm 1: Installing or Updating Flow Path (IUFP)

Input: Packet_In request
Output: Packet_Out response
Step 1: //Identify if request for new or for proceeding flow by searching in the HashMap paths cache using flow Id:

if flow Id not found, then
isNewFlow go to Step 2.

else
isOldFlow go to Step 3.

Step 2: Call Algorithm 1 (TwoLLWPs),
if: Flow Admission Status == R, then

delete its flow entry from HashMap, reject this flow, end procedure.
else

pick first path from HashMap, send Flow path response to the switches, end procedure.
Step 3: Call Algorithm 2 (DR-RA),

if: Flow Admission Status == A, then
pick first path from HashMap, send Flow path response to the switches, end procedure

else
delete its flow entry from HashMap, reject this flow, end procedure.
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3.3. The VQoSRR Reservation Method

Frequently changing traffic metrics may cause QoS-based routing to consume network
resources and overburden the controller as a result of frequent routing updates. Hence,
the proposed solution relied not just on QBR, but also on queuing mechanisms to achieve
a balance between routing overhead and quality assurance and controlling the data flow.
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Incorporating resource reservations with QoS routing leads to fine control over the route
and resources; this allows better congestion management, thus reducing route updating
and providing more stability for QoS routes. Additionally, this method also contributes to
reducing latency, a factor that can impact video streaming QoE.

The VQoSRR suggested defining a higher-level reservation control strategy with suit-
able administrative mechanisms to enable fairness to flow according to their requirements,
coupled with a method to configure the underlying resources. The idea is to utilize the rate
and per-class queueing reservation mechanism to prioritize flows. The task is to map appli-
cation traffic to different QoS levels, with each assigned a rated weight then partitioned
queues based on the level-specified rate weight. Afterward, each packet is marked to a
class with the differentiated service code point (DSCP), and according to that, the network
forwarders handle packets. Figure 3 shows the main components of the approach followed
by this study to allocate resources for QoS flows and non-QoS flows. Further explanation is
provided in the following sections.
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3.3.1. Reservation Policy Control Strategy

The proposed policy mechanism calculates a weighted rate for each expected flow,
then a portion of the total link rate is assigned based on this weight. The study considered
employing the QoS thresholds and application service category (strict or soft constraints)
as parameters to estimate the weight. The proposed policy defines QoS thresholds as
ranges at the policy manager, then different applications’ flows are grouped to one of these
ranges by the administrator. Consequently, let FGx be the aggregated flow group under
a specific threshold range (T Rpj), where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and p indicate the precedence of the
T R according to its FG quality requirements, whether they are high or low, so that the
highest requirements take the first precedence, followed by the next highest, and so on.

Moreover, assume FGx belongs to one of three service categories: strict or hard QoS
constraints, soft or tolerated QoS constraints, and the best effort category without any
guarantees. So, let S ∈ {k, l, m}, k > l > m, where S is a parameter denoted to the service
category. Additionally, assume that each threshold range and flow group take a degree
of importance:

• Y importance factor of T R of FGx.
• Z importance factor of FGx.
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Based on the above assumptions, the objective is to calculate a weighted bandwidth
rate (wr) for FGx from the total link rate R in according to the importance of their QoS
constraints. Firstly, if the threshold range precedence is smaller than other threshold ranges,
then the important factor of it (Y) will be higher, which is formulated as follows:

i f min
[
T Rpj

FG1 , T Rpj
FG2 , T Rpj

FG3 , . . . , T Rpj
FGn
]

= T Rpj
FGx ∀ x ∈ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

then let
YFGx = N

where fx(N ) > fi−x(N )


(1)

where N is a number representing the higher weight.
Secondly, from (1), the importance of the flow group is determined from the threshold

range importance and service category as,

Z FGx = YFGx + Si (2)

Consequently, multiple service classes are created, i.e., one class for each flow group
(FGx, Cx). Then, each class of service Cx assigned queue with a given wr fromR where wr
is found as:

wrCx =
R ∗ Z FGx

100
(3)

where,
n

∑
i=1

wrCi ≤ R(4) (4)

3.3.2. Queue Creation and Management

Ref. [29] states that multimedia streaming services need to use a rate queueing system
where schedulers set a minimum, a maximum, or both rates. Therefore, this study allocates
the bandwidth for each flow group using rate limiting through using queue manager. It
operates as a standalone application, developed in a shell script combined with Python to
accomplish queue configurations at network switches; this includes the creation of queues,
prioritizing them, assigning bandwidth rates, and destroying the configuration settings.
The application communicates with the policy manager to obtain the set-up parameters,
including the number of classes and the weighted rate for each class.

3.3.3. Controlling QoS Resource and Classifying Process

Whenever a video server initiates a new stream, the SDN controller QoS resource
manager receives the first packet as a packet-in request; after that, it creates a flow entry on
the edge switch connected to the server, enabling the high-priority flow with the DSCP field.
The alteration of packet fields must be completed at the border of the network, as forward-
ing decisions are made based on the DSCP value. Then, regular DiffServ forwarding can
take place inside the core network. The controller classifies any arriving flow by application
traffic transmission protocol, source port, and destination port. Traffic classification is
performed corresponding to the QoS policy settings. After that, the controller creates match
and action rules at switches to direct the flow to its specified queue based on its DSCP.
Figure 4 gives an exemplified explanation of how the resource reservation method works.
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4. Experiments and Results

This section presents the configuration of the evaluation environment and experiment
results.

4.1. Experimental Setup

We tested the performance of the proposed modules using the open-source Floodlight
controller, which is an open-source controller for SDN created by the developer community.
It is a Java software with a multithreaded interface that supports OpenFlow protocols
1.0–1.5 [30].

A Mininet emulator is used to simulate the network topology [31]. It creates networks,
switches, controllers, and network performance parameters using Linux network software,
and it supports OpenFlow switches and SDN. We deployed the data plane using Open
vSwitch (OVS) as the network forwarding device [32]. It is an open-source and multilayer
virtual SDN switch that supports many protocols and standard management interfaces,
such as OpenFlow, NetFlow, and IPV6. The tested network consists of nine OVSs and six
hosts. Figure 5 illustrates the network topology used in this work.
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Additionally, the testing was conducted on two computers, with Intel core™ i7-7500U,
2.70 GHz CPU, 2 Cores, and 16 GB RAM. We used two operating systems, one was the
Microsoft Windows 10 Home, x64-based PC System. The second was the Linux Ubuntu
18.04.5 LTS (Bionic Beaver) OS, x64-based PC System. The default Ethernet network link
bandwidth was 100Mb/s. Moreover, the setup included two virtual machines with two
processors, one of which contained the Floodlight controller master version and the other
contains Mininet Simulator version 2.3.0.

We generated background traffic between hosts using Iperf software [33]. In addition,
we used Caminandes Llamigos videos [34] with characteristics shown in Table 3, and the
video service was used to transport video traffic between the server and clients.

Table 3. Videos’ simulated QoE parameters.

Video Name Type Bitrate
kbps Size MB Duration Frame/s

caminandes_llamigos_480p SD
(854 × 480) 847 17.5 1:30 24

caminandes_llamigos_720p HD
(1280 × 720) 1660 32.1 2:30 24

4.2. QoE Measurement Metrics

In order to measure the QoE, the delivered video on each client was recorded and
matched with the original video sequence using the MSU video quality measurement
tool [35]. The proposed model was validated using both objective and subjective metrics of
QoE. There are two types of objective metrics used in this study: the structural similarity
index metric (SSIM) [36] and the video multimethod assessment fusion (VMAF) [37]. While
we used the mean opinion score (MOS) [38] as the subjective metric, a total of 15 users
assessed the quality test cases. The following section describes the performed experiments
and presents the obtained results.

4.3. Dynamic Rerouting Algorithm Experimental Results

This section aims to assess the performance of the dynamic traffic rerouting algorithm
(DR-RA). The simulation was carried out with the following parameters. The link capacity
was set to 50 Mb/s. The majority of links had a loss of 1%, while the links on the longest
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paths had no loss. There were two hosts with best effort (UDP traffic with 5 Mb/s). For
SD and HD, bandwidth constraint metrics were 3 and 10 Mbps, respectively, while packet
loss metrics were 0.5% and 0.005%. The controller collected the statistics every 4, 6, or 9 s,
whereas the DR-RA execution occurred at t = 5, 7, or 10 s.

We designed four test scenarios, firstly, videos were sent using the best effort network
without using the proposed VQoSRR. Secondly, the VQoSRR had been tested without using
the traffic rerouting algorithm (DR-RA), instead only using the TwoLLWPs. The last two
scenarios analyzed the effect of the DR-RA. In the first case, the video flow threshold was
assigned to the first service group (A), which had hard QoS constraints and implied the
flow must route over the lowest loss path. In the second case, the flow belonged to the
second service group (B), which had soft constraints; in this situation, when no lowest loss
path exists, the flow takes the widest path.

Figure 6 illustrates a comparison of the four scenarios; it clarifies the effect on video
quality by these cases. The results indicate that the SSIM average values of DR-RA provided
high quality; the average SSIM of group A was around 0.97 for HD and about 0.96 for
SD, and the average SSIM values for group B were close to 0.94 for HD and 0.93 for SD.
In comparison, when DR-RA was not applied, the video quality decreased, where the
SSIM value of HD’s average = 0.92 and SD’s average = 0.93. Further, the best effort results
(without using the proposed VQoSRR) highly correlated with the degradation of video
quality, where SSIM averaged around 0.90 for HD and 0.91 for SD.
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Figure 6. Average SSIM of the four testing scenarios.

Figure 7a,b present VMAF and SSIM measured during video delivery using the real-
time transport protocol (RTP), with DR-RA, without DR-RA, and without the VQoSRR
separately. A video delivered without DR-RA had higher VMAF and SSIM than a video
delivered without VQoSRR. Additionally, when delivered using DR-RA, it had a higher
quality than both of them. The reason is that DR-RA can reroute video traffic based on
network conditions by re-estimating packet loss probability and bandwidth utilization in
order to comply with video QoS requirements, which in turn results in better video quality.
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Figure 7. Comparison when using DR-RA, without DR-RA, and without the proposed VQoSRR.
(a) Comparison of VMAF; (b) comparison of SSIM metrics.

DR-RA was executed periodically at predetermined intervals. Hence, this section
studies the effect of the execution interval time on ongoing video traffic in order to analyze
whether shifting traffic between one path and another affects video quality and which
is the most optimal execution interval. In this study, interval times were (5, 7, or 10 s).
Figure 8a,b present the achieved results for the received SD video, respectively. The SSIM
values are measured every 10 frames in Figure 8a and every 200 frames in Figure 8b. It can
be observed from the figures that SSIM was higher when the interval (t = 5 s) compared
to (t = 7 s) and (t = 10 s); whereas, there was no significant difference between t = 7 s and
t = 10 s in terms of SSIM measurements.
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Figure 8. Effects of executing dynamic rerouting algorithm at different times in SD video resolution.
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Furthermore, Figure 9a,b also show the effects of executing the dynamic rerouting al-
gorithm at different time intervals on HD video quality measured by SSIM every 10 frames
in Figure 9a and every 200 frames in Figure 9b. As can be seen from the figures, the DR-RA
improved the SSIM when interval (t = 7s).
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4.4. QBR with Reservation Experimental Results

To validate the proposed reservation methodology, an investigation has been per-
formed to observe how reservation is affecting video QoE. The following simulations
parameters helped to measure the performance of the suggested technique. This experi-
ment used three video streams’ traffic in MP4 format; VQoSRR classified them into an HD
video stream, SD video stream, and best effort video stream. Both HD and SD have specific
bandwidth and packet loss rate metrics. They transmitted and decoded simultaneously in
real-time through the network; their QoE parameters specifications have been described
previously in Table 3. Additionally, on each OVS switch port connected to the network,
three queues have been added. One queue was reserved for each of the VQoSRR flow types.
The maximum capacity supported on every link was 50 Mbps.

To obtain the results, we conducted three test cases. The first case used the controller
default setting without considering QoS and traded all videos as best effort (No_VQoSRR).
The second case applied only the QoS-based routing proposed algorithm with the dynamic
rerouting algorithm (VQoS-R). The third case combined the dynamic route computation
with the per-class queue reservation scheme (VQoS-RR). Simulation parameters that were
common for all the test cases are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Simulation parameters.

Video Type No_VQoSRR
VQoS-R VQoS-RR

Loss Metric Bandwidth Metric Loss Metric Bandwidth Metric Queues Rates

Video 1, SD - 0.5% 3 Mb/s 0.5% 3 Mb/s Estimated around
30%

Video 2, HD - 0.05% 10 Mb/s 0.05% 10 Mb/s Estimated around
45%

Video 3, HD - Best Effort Best Effort Best Effort Best Effort Estimated around
25%

Figure 10a,b illustrate the SSIM calculated in the test cases for SD and HD, respectively.
In the figures, it can be seen that the proposed methods (VQoS-R and VQoS-RR) resulted in
an improvement in the SSIM scores, and significantly, they were more efficient than the
traditional controller shortest path method (No_VQoSRR) where the quality degradation
was mostly observed. Furthermore, VQoS-RR offered a better quality video stream than
VQoS-R.
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Figure 10. (a) Influence of test cases on SD video resolution; (b) influence of test cases on the
HD video.

Moreover, Figure 11 shows the computed SSIM average values for the received videos
streams. As observed from the graph, VQoS-R and No_VQoSRR yielded lower SSIM scores
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compared to using VQoS-RR. As we have seen, the VQoS-RR provided good average values
for all transmitted videos, including the best effort videos. From the figure, we can observe
that VQoS-RR improved video quality; for instance, in SD, the SSIM value measured in the
case of No_VQoSRR was 0.91, and when measured in the case of VQoS-RR increased to
0.95. Accordingly, the SSIM value for HD was 0.92 for No_VQoSRR, whereas it increased
to 0.96 for VQoS-RR. The reason is that the VQoS-RR method combined the reservation
mechanism with QoS-based routing, which enhanced end-user perception of quality.
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Below are the results obtained from the subjective QoE tests, where Figures 12 and 13
represent the MOS scores rated by users of 15 test conditions for each test case; these
measurements were based on MOS scores (1–5).
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Figure 12a,b present a comparison for SD and HD videos with the MOS scores, respec-
tively. As observed from the figures, the distortion caused by the packet loss affected the
measured MOS, where the values achieved without the VQoSRR were significantly lower
than those measured compared to the VQoS-R and VQoS-RR. Take, for instance, Figure 12a:
on average, MOS without the VQoSRR was about 40% of 5 compared to 61.3% for VQoS-R,
and 76% for VQoS-RR, respectively. In addition, Figure 12b presents a similar pattern
for HD, where VQoS-RR scored 97.3%, and VQoS-R was 62.7, compared to No_VQoSRR,
which achieved 41.3%.

Figure 13 shows the MOS average values calculated to measure the quality difference
between the three test cases. The MOS measured for No_VQoSRR reached 1.6 for the best
effort video, and 2 for SD and 2.1 for HD, which all these values indicate a poor quality
video. In terms of VQoS-R, BE MOS was 1.8 (poor quality), and SD MOS increased from
2 (poor quality) to 3 (fair quality), as well as an HD improvement from 2.1 (poor quality)
to 3.1 (fair quality). While in VQoS-RR, the MOS remained at 1.6 (poor quality) for BE,
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3.8 (fair to good quality) for SD, and 4.8 (good to excellent) for HD. As we can see from
the figure, the VQoS-RR improved the video quality; for example, in SD, the measured
MOS increased from 40.0% for No_VQoSRR to 76.0% for VQoS-RR, which implies a 36%
increase. While in HD, the measured MOS increased from 41.3% for No_VQoSRR to 97.3%
for VQoS-RR, which implies a 56% increase. Therefore, not using the VQoSRR will result
in low MOS, which means severe video streaming quality degradation. Additionally, this
result indicates that the proposed system succeeded in achieving good user perception.

Figure 14a–c represent the correlation of the results obtained from the subjective tests
against those obtained from the objective tests for the best effort (BE) video, SD video,
and HD video, respectively. In this comparison, we mapped the values of objective SSIM
metrics to an equivalent MOS scale (objective MOS).
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In Figure 14a, the subjective MOS and objective MOS for BE traffic with and without
VQoSRR were slightly correlated, with subjective MOS not exceeding 1.7 and objective MOS
reaching around 3. Figure 14b shows that SD in the case of VQoSRR had highly correlated
MOS and SSIM results, whereas MOS without VQoSRR had a low quality compared to
the objective MOS with a fair quality. Finally, the results of the HD video in Figure 14c
demonstrated that there was a poor approximation between SSIM and subjective MOS in
both test cases. With VQoSRR, subjective MOS scored higher than objective MOS, while
without it, the opposite happened. Further, when comparing this result of HD to SD in
Figure 14a, we can see that subjective QoE tests had higher MOS ratings in HD, which
reflects that most users prefer watching videos at a high resolution.

Statistical Analysis

We assessed the MOS results data of the HD video from three conducted test cases
using a hypothesis analysis to determine if there was any significant difference in the case
of using the proposed VQoSRR versus not using it. The statistical analysis was performed
using one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA), and its results were calculated in Microsoft
Excel. This test evaluates whether there are significant differences in the means of three
or more independent groups. The Hypotheses for all test cases were defined as follows:
hypothesis H0: means MOS values are equal from all 3 test cases where µ1 = µ2 = µ3;
hypothesis H1: MOS means are not all equal, and the significance level p-value was set to α

= 0.05. Table 5 presents the ANOVA results. According to the p-values in Table 5, it can
be seen that there was a significant difference when comparing the proposed VQoSRR to
N_ VQoSRR because the p-value from the hypothesis test H was less than 0.0001, which is
lower than 0.05.

Table 5. Statistical Analysis Results for MOS Metric of HD Video.

Source of Variation Sums of Squares
(SS)

Degrees of
Freedom (df)

Mean Squares
(MS) F p-Value Remark

Between Treatments 60.6 2 30.3 75.8 <0.0001 Significant

Error (or Residual) 18.6 42 0.44

Total 79.2 44
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4.5. Results Comparison

The video quality has been studied in two experiments (testing the DR-RA algorithm
and the reservation method) using both objective and subjective metrics. These experiments
showed a better perception of video quality when using the VQoSRR method than the
default settings for SDN controllers when delivering video based on resolution (SD and
HD) QoS thresholds. These thresholds were packet loss and bandwidth. Furthermore, the
following conclusions can be drawn: (1) generally, the number of video frames received
by VQoSRR is higher than the number of frames received without using it, since the pro-
posed QBR avoids routes that have the highest loss rate; (2) a lower received quality video
results in degradation in the video viewing experience. For example, the perceived video
quality achieved is highest in the case of VQoSRR for all transmitted videos, even the best
effort videos. However, all of them experience more degradation in video viewing in the
case of No_VQoSRR. (3) Tests of DR-RA cover only short video lengths; an analysis of
long-duration videos may be necessary to determine the most appropriate interval of the
algorithm. In addition, changing routes frequently by DR-RA can cause other QoS prob-
lems, such as increasing the delay variation experienced by end-users. Therefore, rerouting
should not be subject to frequent changes. (4) The subjective MOS metric reflects the differ-
ences in results more clearly than the objective SSIM metric; (5) MOS test results indicate
that VQoSRR improves video QoE by up to 97.3% and 76% for HD and SD video resolu-
tions, respectively, compared to not using it. (6) We recommend evaluating the effectiveness
of VQoSRR’s QoS scalability when there is a large amount of high-priority videos.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The VQoSRR is a QoS and QoE-aware SDN framework for video streaming that
adjusts network resources and service characteristics based on the user’s needs. Because
the proposed method combines the reservation mechanism with QoS-based routing, this
allows the determining of which network path has adequate resources to support the
requested QoS, as well as providing reserving and requesting network resources at the
same time. Due to this, it is suitable for use with various applications, such as IPTV services
and video surveillance in smart city environments.

We used SSIM, VMAF, and MOS QoE measurements for SD and HD videos to evaluate
the proposed framework’s performance. The experiments proved that VQoSRR enhanced
the user perception of quality and allowed fine control over routes and resources.

From the results of our proposal, the video quality improved. For instance, for SSIM
measurements, when we used VQoS-RR, the SSIM quality value increased from 0.91 to 0.95
for SD videos, whereas for HD videos, it increased from 0.92 to 0.96 (Figure 11). Likewise,
in the case of MOS measurements, the VQoSRR increased the average MOS by 36.0% for SD
and 56% for HD (Figure 13). We also observed that subjective MOS reflected the differences
in results more clearly than the objective SSIM for comparing results obtained with the
proposed model.

Additionally, we noticed from the testing results of the DR-RA algorithm that the HD
achieved the highest SSIM at 7 s, while the SD had the best result at 5 s, which indicates
that DR-RA should be executed at longer intervals for HD than SD in order to shift the flow
to a new path.

Our experiment did not explore all possible video durations; therefore, long-duration
videos may require further analyses to identify the most appropriate execution interval of
the algorithm for the different video resolutions. Further, we will investigate the scalability
issues in a large-scale network environment in future work. Additionally, we will integrate
the proposed model with the multicast transmission. This technique of using video stream-
ing would improve the tools and applications used for smart cities such as surveillance
systems for hospitals and civil defense organizations.
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